
Today people have mixed views on whether receivinge more education is pointless disastrous or 
useful.they need it. I opine that having a high education level which is not related to your job title is very 
wrong.

It has two reasons. The first former is contradiction. There is no correlation between education and jobs. 
Furthermore, this gives people unrealistic ambitions with lots of stress. For example, if you have this 
condition that which you are getting a PhD or a Master's in your major but you are do not able to do any 
things according to your job, by which I mean you do not finding the opportunity  of a job vacancy, . It it 
is full of challenges dangerous and that position is not useful. On the other hand you must follow the 
rules of experience. By this I mean, the functional level is more crucial rather than the educational level 
because you can get much more experience with lots of resolving problems and by happening of this 
event ,you can decide that you want to continue studyingding , stopping it or changing your major.

The second latter is time. Over education is waste of time and money. If you cannot make a decision for 
finding a plan of improvement and because of this reason, I believe that education is not enough by 
itself whereas integration of education and jobs is are a significant good achievement.

In spite of the problems of over education, most of countries need a high standard of human resource in 
order to compete in the world and to be famous.

Putting everything into consideration, not only should we expert not expect from society, but rather we 
also should prepare a condition in which people learn to know about their skills and expertise without 
much more unworthy imitation. To put it simply, not every key is right any key is not for resolving every 
any problems resolving and it might even have has bad influence on the morality.

 


